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The Politically Incorrect Guide to the Vietnam War Apr 25 2022
Shatters culturally accepted myths of the Vietnam War as it reveals
the truth about the battles, players, and policies of one of the most
controversial wars in U.S. history.
Reflections on the Vietnam War Jun 15 2021 ""An important
contribution to the literature on the war."" Gary R. Hess, Emeritus
Distinguished Research Professor, Bowling Green State University.
Author, --"Vietnam: Explaining America's Lost War." In his Reflections
on the Vietnam War: A Fifty-Year Journey, Warren E. Hunt chronicles
his long struggle to come to grips with the meaning of the Vietnam
War and how it affected him before, during and after his tour in
Vietnam with the U.S. First Infantry Division. Using a stylistic mix of
personal anecdote, historical reflection and essay, the author weaves
his experience of the war into a broad context encompassing the
course of his life. Starting out as a naive and patriotic teenager drafted
at age 19, he traces his path through military training, his impressions
of Vietnam and its people, the absurdity of daily basecamp life, and the
crucible of enemy fire. Returning to a nation torn apart by the war, he
soon realizes that, even though he is no longer in the army, he cannot
escape the war''s insane grasp. Catastrophic events in Vietnam and on
the home front, along with the dawning awareness of suicides among
his fellow veterans, prompt him to seek answers to the questions that
haunt his daily life: Why did America go to war in Vietnam? How could
we lose? Why did so many people have to suffer in vain? His quest
leads him to the unveiling of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial in
Washington, D.C., where painful memories and powerful emotions
merge to initiate a healing process for the author, his fellow veterans
and the country at large.
The Origins of the Vietnam War Oct 20 2021 This new book sets in
context the conflict from the end of the Indochina War in 1954 to the
eruption of full-scale war in 1965, and places events against their full
international background. Books in this Seminar Studies in History
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series bridge the gap between textbook and specialist survey and
consists of a brief "Introduction" and/or "Background" to the subject,
valuable in bringing the reader up-to-speed on the area being
examined, followed by a substantial and authoritative section of
"Analysis" focusing on the main themes and issues. There is a succinct
"Assessment" of the subject, a generous selection of "Documents" and
a detailed bibliography. Why did the US make a commitment to an
independent South Vietnam? Could a major war have been averted?
This book provides a short, accessible introduction to the origins of the
Vietnam War. The war had a profound and lasting impact on the
politics and society of Vietnam and the United States, and it also had a
major impact on international relations. Readers interested in the
history of southeast Asia, or the Vietnam War.
The Encyclopedia of the Vietnam War: A Political, Social, and
Military History, 2nd Edition [4 volumes] Sep 30 2022 Now in its
second edition, this comprehensive study of the Vietnam War sheds
more light on the longest and one of the most controversial conflicts in
U.S. history. • Includes many photographs and illustrations that bring
the Vietnam War to life • Contains more than 200 primary sources in a
separate documents volume, with full introductions for each •
Presents an extensive chronology of historic events and a glossary of
terms • Provides cross-references and bibliographies that facilitate
further research
The Vietnam War Dec 22 2021 From the award-winning historian
and filmmakers of The Civil War, Baseball, The War, The Roosevelts,
and others: a vivid, uniquely powerful history of the conflict that tore
America apart--the companion volume to the major, multipart PBS film
to be aired in September 2017. More than forty years after it ended,
the Vietnam War continues to haunt our country. We still argue over
why we were there, whether we could have won, and who was right
and wrong in their response to the conflict. When the war divided the
country, it created deep political fault lines that continue to divide us
today. Now, continuing in the tradition of their critically acclaimed
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collaborations, the authors draw on dozens and dozens of interviews in
America and Vietnam to give us the perspectives of people involved at
all levels of the war: U.S. and Vietnamese soldiers and their families,
high-level officials in America and Vietnam, antiwar protestors, POWs,
and many more. The book plunges us into the chaos and intensity of
combat, even as it explains the rationale that got us into Vietnam and
kept us there for so many years. Rather than taking sides, the book
seeks to understand why the war happened the way it did, and to
clarify its complicated legacy. Beautifully written and richly illustrated,
this is a tour de force that is certain to launch a new national
conversation.
Patriots Aug 06 2020 "Intense and absorbing... If you buy only one
book on the Vietnam War, this is the one you want." -Chicago Tribune
Christian G. Appy's monumental oral history of the Vietnam War is the
first work to probe the war's path through both the United States and
Vietnam. These vivid testimonies of 135 men and women span the
entire history of the Vietnam conflict, from its murky origins in the
1940s to the chaotic fall of Saigon in 1975. Sometimes detached and
reflective, often raw and emotional, they allow us to see and feel what
this war meant to people literally on all sides: Americans and
Vietnamese, generals and grunts, policymakers and protesters,
guerrillas and CIA operatives, pilots and doctors, artists and
journalists, and a variety of ordinary citizens whose lives were swept
up in a cataclysm that killed three million people. By turns harrowing,
inspiring, and revelatory, Patriots is not a chronicle of facts and
figures but a vivid human history of the war. "A gem of a book, as
informative and compulsively readable as it is timely." -The
Washington Post Book World
On Strategy Mar 13 2021 Summer's inspired analysis of America's
war in Vietnam answers the most pressing questions remaining from
that terrible conflict more than a decade before Robert McNamara's
painful admissions.
The Vietnam War Re-Examined Jul 17 2021 An overview of the
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revisionist case on the Vietnam War, showing how it could have been
won by the US at a lower cost than was suffered in defeat.
The Vietnam War Jun 03 2020 Presents a collection of quotations
concerning events and experiences related to the Vietnam War,
including text regarding the Hmong tribe, "pacified" villages, and the
Vietcong discipline code.
The Vietnam War Nov 01 2022 Hailed as a "pithy and compelling
account of an intensely relevant topic" (Kirkus Reviews), this wideranging volume offers a superb account of a key moment in modern
U.S. and world history. Drawing upon the latest research in archives in
China, Russia, and Vietnam, Mark Lawrence creates an extraordinary,
panoramic view of all sides of the war. His narrative begins well before
American forces set foot in Vietnam, delving into French colonialism's
contribution to the 1945 Vietnamese revolution, and revealing how the
Cold War concerns of the 1950s led the United States to back the
French. The heart of the book covers the "American war," ranging
from the overthrow of Ngo Dinh Diem and the impact of the Tet
Offensive to Nixon's expansion of the war into Cambodia and Laos, and
the final peace agreement of 1973. Finally, Lawrence examines the
aftermath of the war, from the momentous liberalization--"Doi Moi"--in
Vietnam to the enduring legacy of this infamous war in American
books, films, and political debate.
The Vietnam War Aug 30 2022 Explores the Vietnam War through
the eyes of those who were most impacted by its consequences.
No Wider War Jan 23 2022 In Good Faith is the first of a two-volume,
accessible narrative history of America's involvement in Indochina,
from the end of World War II to the Fall of Saigon in 1975. The books
chart the course of America's engagement with the region, from its
initially hesitant support for French Indochina through the advisory
missions following the 1954 Geneva Accords, then on to the covert war
promoted in the Kennedy years, the escalation to total war in the
Johnson era, and finally to the liquidation of the American war under
Nixon. Drawing on the latest research, unavailable to the authors of
the classic Vietnam histories, these two volumes tell the whole story
for the first time, including the truth behind the events of the 1964
Gulf of Tonkin incident, which opened the door to Washington's entry
into the war, and which can now be told in full thanks to recently
declassified National Security Agency top secret material. Examining
in depth both the events and the key figures of the conflict, this is a
definitive new history of American engagement in Vietnam. In Good
Faith tells the story from the Japanese surrender in 1945 through
America's involvement in the French Indochina War and the initial
advisory missions that followed. It describes how these missions
gradually grew in both scope and scale, and how America became ever
more committed to the region, especially following the Gulf of Tonkin
incident in 1964, which led to the first bombing missions over North
Vietnam. It finishes at the climax of one of those operations, Rolling
Thunder, and just prior to the first commitment of US ground forces to
the war in Vietnam in the spring of 1965. No Wider War is the second
volume of a two-part exploration of America's involvement in
Indochina from the end of World War II to the Fall of Saigon.
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Following on from the first volume, In Good Faith, which told the story
from the Japanese surrender in 1945 through America's involvement in
the French Indochina War and the initial advisory missions that
followed, it traces the story of America's involvement in the Vietnam
War from the first Marines landing at Da Nang in 1965, through the
traumatic Tet Offensive of 1968 and the gradual Vietnamisation of the
war that followed, to the withdrawal of American forces and the final
loss of the South in 1975.Drawing on the latest research, unavailable
to the authors of the classic Vietnam histories, including recently
declassified top secret National Security Agency material, Sergio
Miller examines in depth both the events and the key figures of the
conflict to present a masterful narrative of America's most divisive
war.
The Vietnam War Sep 26 2019 The Vietnam War was one of the
defining events of the 20th century. It shaped world history and was a
formative part of America's turbulent 1960s era. The Vietnam War: A
Chronology of War is an illustrated, all-service chronology of this war.
Building upon the official military histories and our critically acclaimed
series of military chronologies published on each service, this book
presents a day-by-day summary of significant Army, Navy, Marine
Corps, and Air Force events from the prewar role of military advisors
to the fall of Saigon in 1975. Each entry is full of historical information
and identifies the date, location, and military units involved.
Introductory essays place these events within the context of the
overall conflict. Treating these elements in detail, together with
original photos and colorful art from the collections of all four services
and military artists, this encyclopedic account of the history of the
Vietnam War comes to life
The Vietnam War Mar 25 2022 The Vietnam War is an outstanding
collection of primary documents related to America’s conflict in
Vietnam which includes a balance of original American and
Vietnamese perspectives, providing a uniquely varied range of insights
into both American and Vietnamese experiences. Includes substantial
non-American content, including many original English translations of
Vietnamese-authored texts which showcase the diversity and
complexity of Vietnamese experiences during the war Contains
original American documents germane to the continuing debates about
the causes, consequences and morality of the US intervention
Incorporates personal histories of individual Americans and
Vietnamese Introductory headnotes place each document in context
Features a range of non-textual documents, including iconic
photographs and political cartoons
Vietnam's American War Sep 06 2020 Communist forces in the
Vietnam War lost most battles and suffered disproportionally higher
casualties than the United States and its allies throughout the conflict.
The ground war in South Vietnam and the air war in the North were
certainly important in shaping the fates of the victors and losers, but
they alone fail to explain why Hanoi bested Washington in the end. To
make sense of the Vietnam War, we must look beyond the war itself. In
his new work, Pierre Asselin explains the formative experiences and
worldview of the men who devised communist strategies and tactics
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during the conflict, and analyzes their rationale and impact. Drawing
on two decades of research in Vietnam's own archives, including
classified policy statements and reports, Asselin expertly and
straightforwardly relates the Vietnamese communist experience - and
the reasons the war turned out the way it did.
What Was the Vietnam War? May 27 2022 Learn how the United
States ended up fighting for twenty years in a remote country on the
other side of the world. The Vietnam War was as much a part of the
tumultuous Sixties as Flower Power and the Civil Rights Movement.
Five US presidents were convinced that American troops could end a
war in the small, divided country of Vietnam and stop Communism
from spreading in Southeast Asia. But they were wrong, and the result
was the death of 58,000 American troops. Presenting all sides of a
complicated and tragic chapter in recent history, Jim O'Connor
explains why the US got involved, what the human cost was, and how
defeat in Vietnam left a lasting scar on America.
The Vietnam War Apr 01 2020 Uses a graphic novel format to
chronicle the course of the war from the early 1960s through the
evacuation of Saigon and covers the anti-war movement, Watergate,
and the assassinations of Robert Kennedy and Martin Luther King, Jr.
Encyclopedia of the Vietnam War Apr 13 2021 "This encyclopedia is
unique for its comprehensive coverage of the military, social, and
political aspects of the Vietnam War. There are clear articles on
military tactics and weapon systems, detailed biographies with
particularly thorough coverage of the Communist leaders analytical
articles describing the contributions of various nations, antiwar
movement, and military strategy. Each entry has a substantial
bibliography, as well as see-also references. Volume three consists of a
documentary history of the war, including government memos,
military telegrams, speeches, policy statements, and the logs of phone
conversations. The comprehensive scope and depth of this
encyclopedia make it a valuable addition to any academic or public
library."--"Outstanding Reference Sources : the 1999 Selection of New
Titles", American Libraries, May 1999. Comp. by the Reference
Sources Committee, RUSA, ALA.
The First Vietnam War Jul 25 2019 Shawn McHale explores why the
communist-led resistance in Vietnam won the anticolonial war against
France (1945–54), except in the south. He shows how broad swaths of
Vietnamese people were uneasily united in 1945 under the Viet Minh
Resistance banner, all opposing the French attempt to reclaim control
of the country. By 1947, resistance unity had shattered and KhmerVietnamese ethnic violence had divided the Mekong delta. From this
point on, the war in the south turned into an overt civil war wrapped
up in a war against France. Based on extensive archival research in
four countries and in three languages, this is the first substantive
English-language book focused on southern Vietnam's transition from
colonialism to independence.
Vietnam War: A Topical Exploration and Primary Source Collection [2
volumes] Sep 18 2021 This detailed two-volume set considers the
Vietnam War, one of America's longest and bloodiest wars, from a
topical perspective, addressing the main characters and key events of
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the war and supplying many relevant primary source documents. •
Comprehensively explains how the Vietnam War became one of the
United States' longest and bloodiest wars and why it served as a
society- and culture-changing event, even for the millions of Americans
who were not directly involved in the conflict • Examines 14 key topics
within and surrounding the Vietnam War, ranging from the First
Indochina War to the aftermath of the war for both Vietnam and the
United States • Includes key primary source documents, illustrations
and maps, an extensive bibliography, and a detailed chronology
You Choose: The Vietnam War Nov 20 2021 It's the 1960s, and the
Vietnam War is raging. You find yourself in the midst of the turmoil.
Will you: Enlist in the Marines and volunteer to go to war? Join your
fellow young Americans eager to protest the war? Be a young
Vietnamese man forced to choose between the communist North and
the capitalist South? Everything in this book happened to real people.
And YOU CHOOSE what you do next. The choices you make could lead
you to jail, to the jungles of Vietnam, or even to death.
The Vietnam War Aug 18 2021 A chronological arrangement of the
conflict beginning with prehistory to the present. Includes sixty brief
biographies of major political and military figures.
My Lai May 03 2020 Well written and accessible, Allison’s book
provides a clear narrative of this historic moment and offers
suggestions for how to come to terms with its aftermath.
The Vietnam War Jun 27 2022 This book offers an introduction to the
Vietnam War - a war which was enormously influential in shaping the
political, diplomatic, economic, and military life of both the US and
Vietnam. The book's main focus is on the war itself up to 1975.
Vietnam War: The Essential Reference Guide Jul 05 2020 The Vietnam
War was one of America's longest, bloodiest, and most controversial
wars. This volume examines the complexities of this protracted conflict
and explains why the lessons learned in Vietnam are still highly
relevant today. • More than 45 contributors, including Robert K.
Brigham, Cecil B. Currey, Arnold R. Isaacs, Lewis Sorley, Spencer C.
Tucker, and David T. Zabecki • Introductory essays provide a broad
overview of the Vietnam War and help readers understand the causes
and consequences of the conflict • Maps depicting South Vietnam,
infiltration routes, and key battles
The War That Never Ends Dec 10 2020 More than three decades after
the final withdrawal of American troops from Southeast Asia, the
legacy of the Vietnam War continues to influence political, military,
and cultural discourse. Journalists, politicians, scholars, pundits, and
others have used the conflict to analyze each of America's subsequent
military engagements. Many Americans have observed that Vietnamera terms such as "cut and run," "quagmire," and "hearts and minds"
are ubiquitous once again as comparisons between U.S. involvement in
Iraq and in Vietnam seem increasingly appropriate. Because of its
persistent significance, the Vietnam War era continues to inspire
vibrant historical inquiry. The eminent scholars featured in The War
That Never Ends offer fresh and insightful perspectives on the
continuing relevance of the Vietnam War, from the homefront to
"humping in the boonies," and from the great halls of political
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authority to the gritty hotbeds of oppositional activism. The
contributors assert that the Vietnam War is central to understanding
the politics of the Cold War, the social movements of the late twentieth
century, the lasting effects of colonialism, the current direction of
American foreign policy, and the ongoing economic development in
Southeast Asia. The seventeen essays break new ground on questions
relating to gender, religion, ideology, strategy, and public opinion, and
the book gives equal emphasis to Vietnamese and American
perspectives on the grueling conflict. The contributors examine such
phenomena as the role of women in revolutionary organizations, the
peace movements inspired by Buddhism, and Ho Chi Minh's successful
adaptation of Marxism to local cultures. The War That Never Ends
explores both the antiwar movement and the experiences of
infantrymen on the front lines of battle, as well as the media's
controversial coverage of America's involvement in the war. The War
That Never Ends sheds new light on the evolving historical meanings
of the Vietnam War, its enduring influence, and its potential to
influence future political and military decision-making, in times of
peace as well as war.
Vietnam: The Necessary War Feb 21 2022 Offering a controversial
perspective on America's most painful war, the author proposes that
Vietnam should have been fought, but with different tactics.
The Tragedy of the Vietnam War Jul 29 2022 What Americans call
the Vietnam War actually began in December 1946 with a struggle
between the communists and the French for possession of the
country—but Vietnam’s strategic position in southeast Asia inevitably
led to the involvement of other countries. Written by an officer in the
Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces, this poignant memoir seeks to
clarify the nuances of South Vietnam’s defeat. From the age of 12, Van
Nguyen Duong watched as the conflict affected his home, family,
village and friends. He discusses not only the day-to-day hardships of
wartime but his postwar forced relocation and eventual imprisonment.
A special focus is on the anguish caused by the illusive reality of
Vietnamese independence. The political forces at work north and
south, the hardships suffered by RVNAF soldiers after the 1975 U.S.
withdrawal, and the effects of reunification on the Vietnamese people
are discussed.
Vietnam War Era Nov 28 2019 An insightful look into the immediate
and long-term impact of the Vietnam War on a wide range of people
and social groups, both Americans in the United States and in
Vietnam. * Primary sources reveal a broad spectrum of opinion
expressed in a variety of forms, including memoirs, documents, and
poetry * Includes a chronology of key events related to the Vietnam
War and an extensive bibliography covering political, diplomatic,
social, and cultural aspects of the war
The Dragon in the Jungle Feb 09 2021 Western historians have long
speculated about Chinese military intervention in the Vietnam War. It
was not until recently, however, that newly available international
archival materials, as well as documents from China, have indicated
the true extent and level of Chinese participation in the conflict of
Vietnam. For the first time in the English language, this book offers an
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overview of the operations and combat experience of more than
430,000 Chinese troops in Indochina from 1968-73. The Chinese
Communist story from the "other side of the hill" explores one of the
missing pieces to the historiography of the Vietnam War. The book
covers the chronological development and Chinese decision-making by
examining Beijing's intentions, security concerns, and major reasons
for entering Vietnam to fight against the U.S. armed forces. It explains
why China launched a nationwide movement, in Mao Zedong's words,
to "assist Vietnam and resist America" in 1965-72. It details PLA
foreign war preparation, training, battle planning and execution,
tactical decisions, combat problem solving, political indoctrination,
and performance evaluations through the Vietnam War. International
Communist forces, technology, and logistics proved to be the decisive
edge that enabled North Vietnam to survive the U.S. Rolling Thunder
bombing campaign and helped the Viet Cong defeat South Vietnam.
Chinese and Russian support prolonged the war, making it impossible
for the United States to win. With Russian technology and massive
Chinese intervention, the NVA and NLF could function on both
conventional and unconventional levels, which the American military
was not fully prepared to face. Nevertheless, the Vietnam War
seriously tested the limits of the communist alliance. Rather than
improving Sino-Soviet relations, aid to North Vietnam created a new
competition as each communist power attempted to control Southeast
Asian communist movement. China shifted its defense and national
security concerns from the U.S. to the Soviet Union.
Bloods Aug 25 2019 Twenty African-American soldiers--ranging from
the son of migrant farm workers to an Army recruiter--offer diverse
perspectives on their service during Vietnam War, in an oral history of
the conflict. Reissue.
American Reckoning Oct 27 2019 Christian G. Appy explores how
the Vietnam war was managed, reported, packaged, and consumed;
the myths that were created; why decisions were made; who (if
anyone) got left behind; America's accountability for atrocities and
how the real 'Vietnam syndrome' has played out in popular culture and
our foreign policy. He reports across newspaper accounts, TV
coverage, Pentagon stats and position papers, memoirs, movies,
novels, and more to create a completely fresh account of the meaning
of the war, asking the hard questions.
American Tragedy Jan 11 2021 Documents the origin of American
involvement in the Vietnam War and how the policies in the
Eisenhower, Kennedy, and Johnson administrations led to war.
The Vietnam War Dec 30 2019 The Vietnam War remains one of the
most heroic and heartbreaking events in history. This definitive guide
charts the unforgettable story of the world’s first televised war.
Created in association with the Smithsonian Institution, this
authoritative guide chronicles America's fight against Communism in
southeast Asia during the 1960s and 1970s, and comprehensively
explores the people, politics, events, and lasting effects of the Vietnam
War. Hundreds of insightful images and a compelling narrative
combine to chronicle this catastrophic conflict. From 1955, the
communist government of North Vietnam waged war against South
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Vietnam and its main ally, the USA. Over the course of two decades of
hostility and warfare, the number of casualties reached an
incomprehensible three million people. Detailed descriptions of every
episode, including Operation Passage to Freedom and the evacuation
of the American embassy in Saigon, tell the stories in iconic
photographs and eyewitness accounts. Discover the real people behind
the conflict, with gripping biographies of key figures, including Henry
Kissinger, General Thieu, President Nixon, and Pol Pot. This incredible
visual record is supported by locator maps, at-a-glance timelines,
archive photography, and key quotations to ensure an allencompassing experience. The Vietnam War is an essential historic
reference to help humanity learn the lessons of suffering and sacrifice
from one of the bloodiest conflicts of the 20th century.
Ending the Vietnam War May 15 2021 The Definitive Account Many
other authors have written about what they thought happened -- or
thought should have happened -- in Vietnam, but it was Henry
Kissinger who was there at the epicenter, involved in every decision
from the long, frustrating negotiations with the North Vietnamese
delegation to America's eventual extrication from the war. Now, for
the first time, Kissinger gives us in a single volume an in-depth, inside
view of the Vietnam War, personally collected, annotated, revised, and
updated from his bestselling memoirs and his book Diplomacy. Here,
Kissinger writes with firm, precise knowledge, supported by
meticulous documentation that includes his own memoranda to and
replies from President Nixon. He tells about the tragedy of Cambodia,
the collateral negotiations with the Soviet Union and the People's
Republic of China, the disagreements within the Nixon and Ford
administrations, the details of all negotiations in which he was
involved, the domestic unrest and protest in the States, and the day-today military to diplomatic realities of the war as it reached the White
House. As compelling and exciting as Barbara Tuchman's The Guns of
August, Ending the Vietnam War also reveals insights about the
bigger-than-life personalities -- Johnson, Nixon, de Gaulle, Ho Chi
Minh, Brezhnev -- who were caught up in a war that forever changed
international relations. This is history on a grand scale, and a book of
overwhelming importance to the public record.
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Narratives of the Vietnam War by Korean and American Writers Jun 23
2019 Original Scholarly Monograph
The Mammoth Book of the Vietnam War Mar 01 2020 More than 40
vivid, eyewitness accounts of the defining conflict of the second half of
the 20th century By 1969, following the French defeat at Dien Bien
Phu, more than 500,000 US troops were "in country" in Vietnam.
Before America's longest war had ended with the fall of Saigon in
1975, 450,000 Vietnamese had died, along with 36,000 Americans. The
Vietnam War was the first rock 'n' roll war, the first helicopter war
with its doctrine of "airmobility," and the first television war; it made
napalm and the defoliant Agent Orange infamous, and gave us the
New Journalism of Michael Herr and others. It also saw the
establishment of the Navy SEALs and Delta Force. At home, America
fractured, with the peace movement protesting against the war; at
Kent State University, Ohio National Guardsmen fired on unarmed
students, killing four and injuring nine. Lewis's compelling selection of
the best writing to come out of a war covered by some truly
outstanding writers, both journalists and combatants, includes an
eyewitness account of the first major battle between the United States
Army and the People's Army of Vietnam at Ia Drang; a selection of
letters home; Nicholas Tomalin's famous 'The General Goes Zapping
Charlie Cong'; Robert Mason's 'R&R', Studs Terkel's account of the
police breaking up an anti-war protest; John Kifner on the shootings at
Kent State; Ron Kovic's 'Born on the Fourth of July'; John T. Wheeler's
'Khe Sanh: Live in the V Ring'; Pulitzer Prize-winner Seymour Hersh
on the massacre at My Lai; Michael Herr's 'It Made You Feel Omni';
Viet Cong Truong Nhu Tang's memoir; naval nurse Maureen Walsh's
memoir, 'Burning Flesh'; John Pilger on the fall of Saigon; and Tim
O'Brien's 'If I Die in a Combat Zone'.
How We Lost the Vietnam War Jan 29 2020 Nguyen Cao Ky served
as South Vietnam's prime minister and its vice president during the
years of the Vietnam War's escalation, and of subsequent criticism of
the war from the U. S. His memoir provides an insider's look at the
disputes and corruption within the government of South Vietnam and
the diplomatic struggles with the U. S. during this time. Ky, who was
also a military pilot and held the rank of marshal, gives insight into the
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South Vietnamese military as well, criticizing inaccurate reporting on
the war and drawing attention to stories that journalists avoided.
Assessing the U. S. ambassadors Bunker and Martin and the role
played by foreign aid, Nguyen paint an eye-opening picture of how
American politics and elections had a profound effect upon U. S. allies.
Tet! Oct 08 2020 Finalist for the 1971 National Book Award In early
1968, Communist forces in Vietnam launched a surprise offensive that
targeted nearly every city, town, and major military base throughout
South Vietnam. For several hours, the U.S. embassy in Saigon itself
came under siege by Viet Cong soldiers. Militarily, the offensive was a
failure, as the North Vietnamese Army and its guerrilla allies in the
south suffered devastating losses. Politically, however, it proved to be
a crucial turning point in America's involvement in Southeast Asia and
public opinion of the war. In this classic work of military history and
war reportage—long considered the definitive history of Tet and its
aftermath—Don Oberdorfer moves back and forth between the war
and the home front to document the lasting importance of this military
action. Based on his own observations as a correspondent for the
Washington Post and interviews with hundreds of people who were
caught up in the struggle, Tet! remains an essential contribution to
our understanding of the Vietnam War.
Triumph Forsaken Nov 08 2020 Drawing on a wealth of new evidence
from all sides, Triumph Forsaken, first published in 2007, overturns
most of the historical orthodoxy on the Vietnam War. Through the
analysis of international perceptions and power, it shows that South
Vietnam was a vital interest of the United States. The book provides
many insights into the overthrow of South Vietnamese President Ngo
Dinh Diem in 1963 and demonstrates that the coup negated the South
Vietnamese government's tremendous, and hitherto unappreciated,
military and political gains between 1954 and 1963. After Diem's
assassination, President Lyndon Johnson had at his disposal several
aggressive policy options that could have enabled South Vietnam to
continue the war without a massive US troop infusion, but he ruled out
these options because of faulty assumptions and inadequate
intelligence, making such an infusion the only means of saving the
country.
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